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Asset Tracker was introduced in 2011 with a 

vision to leverage Global Positioning System 

(GPS) and GPRS technologies to offer solutions 

in tracking mobile and �xed assets. For �nancial 

institutions, Applications include online vehicle 

tracking, �eet management, stolen vehicle recov-

ery, driver behavior monitoring, passenger safety, 

personal vehicle tracking, travel time and 

distance consolidation on leased vehicles, hours 

of operation on construction equipment etc. 

Asset Tracker solution is completely cloud 

based and tightly integrated with the tracking 

hardware (designed to our specs) to provide a 

highly reliable, scalable and usable application. 

The solution can be completely personalized to 

the customer and provides role based user hier-

archy, alerts for various events like over speed-

ing, landmarks, Geo-fencing, and route devia-

tion. The solution also provides consolidated 

reports and route mapping. A Smartphone 

application also provides anytime, anywhere 

access. 
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Real Time Tracking: Utrack Asset Tracker 

devices are enabled with real time monitoring. 

Location of the vehicles is tracked on the map as 

it moves from point to point. The GPS location of 

your vehicle/Machine is displayed on a map 

along with vehicle speed if the vehicle is moving. 

The current state of the vehicle like moving, 

parked since or idle is shown using map mark-

ers. Multiple vehicles can be grouped and man

Trip History: You can track all the trips made by 

the vehicle graphically on the map. Information 

such as kilometers traveled, stoppages, idling, 

engine time and average speed is displayed. 

Over speeding and overdrive stretches are high-

lighted on the map. 

Easy to use, user friendly interface: A simple 

and intuitive user interface provides powerful 

features like group wise access without the need 

for multiple accounts, bird’s eye view of entire 

�eet and the ability to report historical and real 

time data. A simple yet well-developed intuitive 

user interface allows easy access to the right 

information to make informed decisions.

Anytime Anywhere Access: In today’s connected world where any and every information is available 

at your �ngertips, it is imperative invest in a vehicle tracking system that is accessible on web and on 

smart phone. This is especially useful when the car tracking device is used by discerning parents to 

track school bus or chauffeur driven cars carrying children. The easy anytime, anywhere access with 

user friendly app keeps you abreast with your vehicles movement in real time no matter where you 

are.

Trip Start/Stop: Identify all unauthorized stops 

and breaks made. Con�rm all scheduled drop off 

points have been visited. This feature can also 

be used to reconcile revenue when applied in 

Taxis or Public Service Commuter vehicles.

ESSENTIAL SYSTEM FEATURES:

Here are some essentials Systems features to consider which will help you to pick the right product 

that �ts the �nancial institutions or banks need to have total control over there loaned assets.

aged simultaneously using simple to use interface.

Geo Fencing: Geo fencing takes alert customi-

zation to the next level. You can create geo-

graphical boundaries called Geo fences on the 

map around a landmark. An alert is sent out 

every time the vehicle enters or exits the Geo 

fence. This opens up immense possibilities in 

different ways of using the monitoring informa-

tion that can translate into increased operational 

ef�ciency, workforce optimization and elevated 

security and safety levels for the user.



With Utrack ASSET TRACKER you will always be in control of your exposure 
to risk as �nanced Assets will be within your sights all the time. The �nanced 
assets are key to your business, you have to protect them.

Access Control and User Management: For business owners or �nancial institutions, user manage-

ment and access control is an important vehicle tracking system feature. You should be able to add 

and modify the user pro�le, and also manage their access privileges via roles. You should be able to 

assign one or more pre-de�ned roles to a user and perform grouping wherein a set of users are placed 

in a group. With this you can perform vehicle tracking for a group of vehicles and also view the report 

information for a group as a whole.

Alerts: Using vehicle tracking system features 

like Tampering Alert, Exit on Authorized Areas 

Alerts, help with instant noti�cations to �nancial 

institutions or banks, the use of assets outside 

the agreeable area and try to interfere with the 

device. 

Historical Reports and Dashboard summary: 

For most businesses where medium to large 

�eet s involved, access to location and event 

reports provides high ROI. Fleet managers can 

track and analyze information on their vehicles 

up to 18 Moths in the past and make informed 

decisions that could positively impact their busi-

ness. GPS Tracking Solution that come with 

enterprise dashboard has a comprehensive set 

of graphical reports. This gives you an overall 
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view of the metrics that matter for your business perf-

ormance. There are reports for total distance traveled, idling time, over speeding, stoppages and utili-

zation. You can see the metrics for different groups of vehicles and for different time periods.

Another signi�cant feature provided by Asset Tracker is the immobilizer component. During any 

violation of guidelines, tampering or geofence boundary breach situations the authorized personnel 

can restrain the movement of the vehicle instantly. This clearly provides a complete control over the 

vehicle by using the Asset Tracker’s solutions.



Arusha:

Kwa Ngulelo Area, Baraa.

Block 169G Nazareth Street.

P.O. Box 15360, Arusha, Tanzania.

Tel: +255 783 064 414 | +255 736 101 222

Email: info@utrackafrica.com

GPS Co-ordinates: -3.3685, 36.7288

Dar es Salaam:

Off Mwai Kibaki Road,

Block No. 34 Mkuzi Street.

Mbezi Beach Rainbow Area.

Tel: +255 22 261 7225 | +255 787 887 225 

Email: sales@utrackafrica.com

GPS Co-ordinates: -6.7229, 39.2286
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